
Continued orders to Tilgin from large operator in South Eastern
Europe
Stockholm December 22, 2011: Tilgin, a leading provider of Home Gateway solutions for multiplay and next-generation
broadband access, has won yet another order from one of its larger customers, a large operator in South Eastern Europe.

The operator has for the last two years expanded its fiber network and successfully grown its subscriber base of IP–based services. Tilgin has during this period
delivered more than 150.000 Home Gateways to the operator.

The order includes Tilgin Home Gateways, Tilgin Home Gateway Software (HGA) and Support services.

The order is taken in close cooperation with Tilgins local partner – a global telecoms provider and systems integrator.

The order value is close to 6 MSEK.

― End ―

“Tilgin makes this information public in accordance with the Swedish Securities Exchange Act and/or in accordance with the Swedish Financial Supervisory
Authority.”

Tilgin is listed at NASDAQ OMX First North with Remium AB as Certified Adviser.

For further information, please contact:

Mats Victorin, CEO Tilgin, phone: +46 8 572 386 02, e-mail: mats.victorin@tilgin.com

About Tilgin

Tilgin’s high-performance, software-controlled home gateways and remote management solutions turn online homes into a profitable business for operators and a personalized
experience of quality and simplicity for their customers. Our telecom-grade solutions allow for managed services – for triple play and beyond – to be introduced instantly and individually.
With easy integration in operational and business support systems, they substantially reduce operators’ cost while creating loyal and satisfied customers and a strong brand. Tilgin
systems and solutions are used by more than 100 operators in more than 30 countries giving Tilgin a strong client base with a broad international reach. Tilgin was founded in 1997 and is
listed at NASDAQ OMX First North. Tilgin is headquartered in Kista, Sweden, and has a network of international sales partners. For more information, please visit www.tilgin.com

A press kit is also available on: www.tilgin.com/presskit
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